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FITbreak

TIPS FOR CREATING
A POSITIVE LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT:

RESOURCE LINK

Saskatchewan in motion encourages
schools to look beyond the traditional
choices for physical activity throughout
the school day.
The Fit Break Resource Link will provide a fresh
idea to get kids moving in the classroom every week!

. SOME INCREASE
IN BREATHING AND/OR
HEART RATE
. INDIVIDUAL CAN CARRY
ON A CONVERSATION
COMFORTABLY
Examples: brisk walking
and recreational dancing

. Teach children your
expectations for each activity
session. (e.g. Stopping/starting
on your signal).
Promote a healthy social
environment:
. Structure sessions so all
children feel included.
Ensure a safe
physical environment:

Each activity is categorized by moderate and/or vigorous activity.
Here is the difference:
MODERATE ACTIVITY

Establish expectations
and routines:

. Inspect the activity area

VIGOROUS ACTIVITY

at the start of every session.

. AEROBIC ACTIVITY
. INCREASE IN BREATHING
AND HEART RATE

Promote maximum
participation:
. When necessary, modify

. MAY CAUSE PUFFING

lessons and activities to suit
the activity space and the age,
level, and size of your group.

. TALKING IS POSSIBLE BUT
CARRYING A CONVERSATION
IS LIMITED
. TIME IS DEPENDENT
ON AGE AND STAGE
OF DEVELOPMENT
Examples: aerobic dancing
and jogging

RESOURCE LINK
http://activeforlife.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/AFL_reResource Link_Creating_Environment_2.pdf
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in motion

FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES

ABC FOR FITNESS CHANT
Activity
Participants stand in an open area.
Display the chant in the size of a poster, or write it on a board.
Participants start reciting the ABC for Fitness chant below, followed by reciting each letter
and the name of the activity, all while acting out the activity suggested by each letter.

EQUIPMENT

POSTER-SIZED COPY
OF THE WORDS IN THE CHANT,
OR WORDS OF THE CHANT
WRITTEN ON A BOARD

VARIATIONS
For younger participants, write only the letters of the alphabet.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE

ABC FOR FITNESS CHANT

SAFETY

ABC for Fitness is easy to see
How academics and fitness can benefit me!
Not just you, not just me, but all of us, you see!

Ensure that participants understand
the types of movement being used
in the activity.
NOTES

A is for arm circles

J is for jumping jacks

S is for skip

B is for bounce

K is for kick

T is for twist

C is for clap

L is for lunge

U is for unite

D is for dance

M is for march

V is for vanish

E is for energize

N is for now we bow

W is for wiggle

F is for flap our arms

O is for open your arms

X is for the eXtra energy

G is for gallop

P is for point to the ceiling

H is for hop

Q is for quench your thirst

Y is for yes I can
(point to self)

I is for inhale

R is for run

Z is for zoo

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES

ALPHABET POPCORN

A

C

B

EQUIPMENT

INDEX CARDS WITH THE
LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET
WRITTEN ON THEM
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
Ensure there is enough space
at each station to do the fitness
tasks safely.

Activity
Participants stand in an open area of the classroom. Move throughout the area,
giving each participant a letter of the alphabet.
Participants receive their letter, they squat down.
Instruct participants to listen carefully as you call out different letters of the alphabet.
When the letter on their index card (or word that begins with their letter) is called
they “pop up” and quickly squat or sit down again.
When the word alphabet is called, everyone pops up.
Once all participants have had a turn to “pop up” try spelling some words.
Choose words that are presently being defined and applied in spelling, reading
and writing assignments and from all subject areas.

NOTES

VARIATIONS
Cross-curricular Linking – Mathematics
Assign each participant a number rather than a letter. Call out or write down equations,
e.g., “3x2=,” and have the participants “pop up” when their number is the answer
to the equation. If “All Numbers” are called out, everyone pops up.
Have the participants take turns calling out or writing down equations.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

AS IF
Activity
Read sentences to the class. Participants act out each sentence for 30 seconds.

TIME

1:

Jog in place as if a big scary bear is chasing you.

15 MINUTES

2:

Walk forwards as if you are walking through chocolate pudding.

3:

Jump in place as if you are popcorn popping.

4:

Reach up as if grabbing balloons out of the air.

5:

March in place and play the drums as if you’re
in a marching band.

6:

Paint as if the paint brush is attached
to your head.

7:

Swim as if you are in a giant pool
of Jell-O.

8:

Move your feet on the floor as if you
are ice skating.

9:

Shake your body as if you
are a wet dog.

EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
Ensure there is enough space
at each station to do the fitness
tasks safely.
NOTES

VARIATIONS
Participants may create their own
sentences for additional activities.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

30 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

4 PIECES OF SCRAP PAPER
LABELED 2, 3, 4 AND 5
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

FACTOR IT IN
Activity
Label four pieces of paper 1,2,3,4.
Place one labeled piece of paper in each corner
of the room.
Call out a number that is a multiple
of 2, 3, 4 or 5 while participants move
into a corner.

Movements include:
. jumping
. skipping

Ensure there is enough space
at each station to do the fitness
tasks safely.

. hopping on one foot

Discuss with participants the
difference in being active outdoors
in the spring, summer, fall and winter.
You could make connections
to the Visual Arts strand of the
Arts Education Curriculum.

If the teacher calls out 6,
participants in corners
labeled 2 and 3 will move
to another corner.

Participants in the corner that is a factor
of that number called will move
to another corner.

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.

NOTES

EXAMPLE:

. walking

2

3

4

5

. marching

VARIATIONS
If a prime number is called,
have participants move
to the center of the room.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/ActSchools/Great_Ideas.pdf
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

ADVERBS AND VERBS
Activity
Divide participants into two smaller groups.

TIME

GROUP 1:

Verbs – Responsible for the verbs… or the action words

30 MINUTES

GROUP 2:

Adverbs – Responsible for the adverbs… the describers

EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Once the two groups are familiar with what they
have been assigned – adverbs or verbs bring
everyone together and begin the activity.
Start by having the verb group call out a verb
they have chosen, the adverbs will then modify
it by applying their adverb.
This game can go on while the class
continues to learn about verbs and adverbs.
Give each group only a few seconds to come
up with their word and then the activity part
can last a longer depending on the length
of time available for an activity break.
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EXAMPLE:
Run is called out and the
adverb group adds slowly.
Now the class takes
a determined amount
of time and runs slowly.
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RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/ActSchools/Great_Ideas.pdf
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

OBJECT OF CHOICE (BALL,
CRUMPLED PAPER, ETC.)
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
Ensure that participants understand
the types of movement being used
in the activity.
NOTES

Allow participants to choose how
they move to the front. Pass a large,
soft object so it is easier to grasp.

DESK RELAY
Activity
Participants sit in rows of desks or chairs
with the first person in each row holding
one object. On the signal to begin, the object
is passed over his/her head to the next
person and so on until the end of the row.
The last participant runs to the front of the room,
touches the wall and sits in the first desk while
everyone else moves to sit in the desk behind them.
Continue for 2 minutes. Each group counts
the number of times they were able to pass
the object down the row. Challenge each
group to beat their score by two.

VARIATIONS
Have participants incorporate different types
of movements (e.g. hopping, jogging, skipping)
when traveling to and from the front of the room.
Change the way the object is passed, instead
of over the head, try under the desk, or alternate
to the right, then left, etc..

RESOURCE LINK
www.everactive.org/uploads/files/Documents/DPA%20for%20the%20Classroom%20Teacher%202008.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

30 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

AUDIO EQUIPMENT (optional)
FITNESS-TASK CARDS

FITNESS CIRCUIT
Activity
Set up eight stations around the activity area.
On your cue, have participants travel in groups of three to five from station to station
until they have completed all the fitness tasks.
Have participants spend 60 – 90 seconds at each station, changing at a signal.
Participants can march or jog on the spot for 30 seconds between each task.
Sample stations may include the following fitness tasks:
STATION 1:

tuck jumps

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

STATION 2:

toe raises

MODERATE
VIGOROUS

STATION 3:

jumping jacks

STATION 4:

heel touches

STATION 5:

wall push-ups

STATION 6:

jogging on the spot

STATION 7:

knee lifts

STATION 8:

jump up,
touch the ground

SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
Ensure there is enough space
at each station to do the fitness
tasks safely.

F AS T
W
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H
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THE S O N
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VARIATIONS
NOTES

Model the correct technique for
each station before participants
begin the fitness circuit.

Have participants brainstorm
and create other stations for the
fitness circuit.

Discuss with participants the way
their bodies feel after completing
each of the stations from the circuit
(e.g. “The wall push-ups make my
arms feel stronger”.)

During the warm-up, hold up cards with
the names and/or pictures of body parts
printed on them to reinforce literacy skills.

ST AT I O N
ONE

Have participants illustrate station cards that will
be put around the activity area each time the participants
participate in this activity.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

30 MINUTES

FITNESS SHAKE-UP
Activity 1: Fitness Shake-up
Divide participants into four groups, one in each corner.
Have them do the first activity on their cards for 20 seconds and then move
to the next corner.
star jumps – move to corner 2 by skipping
stride jumps – move to corner 2 by galloping

CORNER 1 ACTIVITY A:
EQUIPMENT

ACTIVITY B:

AUDIO EQUIPMENT (optional)
ACTIVITY CARDS

CORNER 2 ACTIVITY A:

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

CORNER 3 ACTIVITY A:

MODERATE
VIGOROUS

ACTIVITY B:

ACTIVITY B:

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
Ensure there is enough space
at each station to do the fitness
tasks safely.

Activity 2: Fitness Shake-up Colours
Create a list of primary colours with a corresponding activity for each colour.
The list could include the following:
RED:

You could make connections
to the Visual Arts strand of the
Arts Education Curriculum.

bend and reach –move to corner 1 by hopping on right foot
lunges – move to corner 1 by hopping on your left foot

Continue until all participants have done all the activities.

stand up and sit down 10 times

NOTES

Discuss with participants the
difference in being active outdoors
in the spring, summer, fall and winter.

walk on the spot – move to corner 4 by jumping
heel touches – move to corner 4 by speed walking

CORNER 4 ACTIVITY A:
ACTIVITY B:

SAFETY

wall push-ups – move to corner 3 by doing the chicken walk
jogging on the spot – move to corner 3 by doing crab walk

BLUE:

stride jumps 8 times

YELLOW:

alternate knee lifts 8 times each leg

Have the class stand up. Call out a colour.
Have the participants do the corresponding activity.
When a secondary colour is called, participants must do the two activities that
make up the secondary colour (e.g., purple = red & blue). When you call out “brown”,
participants must do all the activities.
When you call out “white”, they must sit and wait for the next colour to be called.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES

FOLLOW THE LEADER
Activity
Divide participants into partners and have them determine who will lead first.
Review types of motion, paying particular attention to body awareness
and spatial awareness.
. locomotor movements (skip, leap, hop)

EQUIPMENT

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
MUSIC

. changes of direction (forward, backward, sideways)
. shapes
. levels (travel upright, bend down low)

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
NOTES

. pathways (straight ahead, zigzag, curved, diagonal)
. speeds (fast, slow).
While the music is playing, have the leader perform
various movements as the follower mimics
the leader’s actions.
When the music stops, both strike a pose
and freeze.
When the music resumes, the follower
is now the leader and vice versa.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

30 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

ONE MAP

SILENT SIGNS
Activity
Choose a participant to go to the map.
Choose a location (province or country)
and tell everyone in the class except
the chosen participant at the map
(the teacher can write location on board
or piece of paper).

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

Post the direction that corresponds to each
movement on the board.

MODERATE

EAST:

knee lifts

WEST:

jumping jacks

SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

NORTH:

raise the roof

SOUTH:

squats

The class uses movement without
talking to guide the participant
to the correct location.
Repeat with new location
and new participant.

VARIATIONS
Change the movements for each
direction. (e.g. East: skipping).

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/ActSchools/Great_Ideas.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

FROZEN VOCABULARY
Activity
Start by having participants perform an activity while standing next to their desks
(e.g., jogging, jumping jacks, hopping, or knee lifts).

20 MINUTES

Perform this activity for 30 seconds, or call out a vocabulary word. Participants freeze when
vocabulary word is called.

EQUIPMENT

Ask for a volunteer to use the vocabulary word properly in a sentence.

NONE REQUIRED

When the participant uses the vocabulary word properly in a sentence, all the participants
resume the physical activity or begin a new activity.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE

VARIATIONS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

Ask participants to define
the vocabulary word.
Ask participants to spell
the vocabulary word.
Ask participants to name a synonym
or antonym of the word
For math, participants can give the sum,
difference, or quotient of 2 numbers.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

LITTER BOX
Activity
Partners ball up a piece of paper and place it on the floor. Ask the partners
to pick up the paper using the following body parts.

TIME

30 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

SCRAP PIECE OF PAPER
FOR EACH PARTICIPANT

PARTS 1:

elbow and elbow

PARTS 2:

foot and foot

PARTS 3:

knee and knee

PARTS 4:

forearm and elbow

PARTS 5:

forehand and back of hand

PARTS 6:

knee and elbow

PARTS 7:

toe and finger

PARTS 8:

foot and elbow

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

VARIATIONS
Each participant can have their
own paper ball and play individually.
Could be done as a team relay activity,
where participants hop around
their desks with the paper ball between
body parts and pass the paper ball
to the next teammate. The last person
hops to the trashcan and puts
the paper ball in the trashcan.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/ActSchools/Great_Ideas.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

MORNING WAKE UP ROUTINE

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

Activity
Participants begin the day with a series of simple activities
lasting 30 seconds or more:
ACTIVITY 1:

jumping jacks

ACTIVITY 2:

knee lifts

ACTIVITY 3:

flap arms like a bird

ACTIVITY 4:

hopping

ACTIVITY 5:

scissors (feet apart then cross in front, feet apart then cross in back)

Follow each activity with a basic stretching movement, holding stretches
for 10-30 seconds:
STRETCH 1:

reach for the sky

STRETCH 2:

butterfly stretch (sit with bottom of feet together)

STRETCH 3:

knee to chest

STRETCH 4:

runner’s stretch

STRETCH 5:

scratch your back

VARIATIONS
Teachers can change up the activities or stretches to ensure everyone can participate.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/ActSchools/Great_Ideas.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

12 DAYS OF FITNESS
Activity
Using the holiday tune, The 12 Days of Christmas. Participants act out the following fitness
song while singing, “On the first day of fitness, my trainer gave to me”:

TIME

20 MINUTES

DAY 12:

12 jumping jacks

DAY 11:

11 raise the roofs (bend arms,
then push up toward the ceiling)

DAY 10:

10 knee lifts

SUGGESTION:

DAY 9:

9 side stretches

DAY 8:

8 jogs in place

DAY 7:

7 jabs/punches

Write the activities on the
board or poster to make
them easier for children
to follow and sing along.

DAY 6:

6 kicks to the front

DAY 5:

5 hula hoops (imaginary hula hoop)

DAY 4:

4 jumping ropes (imaginary jump rope)

DAY 3:

3 muscle poses

DAY 2:

2 scissors (feet apart then cross in front,
feet apart then cross in back)

DAY 1:

And us all standing still in 1 place

EQUIPMENT

THE HOLIDAY TUNE
“12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS”
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/ActSchools/Great_Ideas.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

LANGUAGE LIGHTS
Activity
Assign participants consonants or vowels, adjectives or verbs,
masculine or feminine nouns, and so on.
Assign a different movement to each word type.
Call out a colour of a streetlight and have participants
move as the colour dictates. For example,
red light means stop and yellow light means
jog on the spot. When you call out “green”,
participants must move according to their
word type; e.g., vowels do jumping jacks,
consonants bend over and touch their toes.
If you call out “Pit Stop”, participants stop
and complete a stretch, such as reaching
for the sky, holding it for eight seconds.

VARIATIONS
Math
Assign numbers instead of word types
and have the participants move based
on whether their number is odd or even,
whole, decimal or fraction, tens, hundreds
or thousands, a square root or not, or it is
divisible by a particular number.
Science
Assign animals, plants, simple machines,
weather or types of rock instead
of word types and have the participants
move to simulate the vocabulary
they have been assigned.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

SPORTS GALORE
Activity
Call out the following sports skills for participants to mimic:

TIME

SKILL 1:

shooting a jump shot

20 MINUTES

SKILL 2:

running through tires

SKILL 3:

batting a baseball

SKILL 4:

serving a tennis ball

SKILL 5:

downhill skiing

SKILL 6:

spiking a volleyball

SUGGESTION:

SKILL 7:

swinging a golf club

SKILL 8:

throwing a football

Do each sport skill
for 30 seconds.

SKILL 9:

juggling a soccer ball

SKILL 10:

shooting an archery arrow

SKILL 11:

shooting a hockey puck

SKILL 12:

swimming under water

SKILL 13:

fielding a ground ball and throwing it to first base

SKILL 14:

dunking a basketball

EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

VARIATIONS
You can also integrate skills into word problems and have participants repeat
the number you call out:
If John made 5 jump shots and 2 went in the basket, how many did he miss?
If Brianna hit 2 home runs, how many bases would she have to touch?

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/ActSchools/Great_Ideas.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

A POSTED LIST OF ACTIVITIES
FOR EACH LETTER OF THE
ALPHABET
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.

FITNESS SPELLING
Activity

A: Alternate knee lifts 20x

Post an activity for each letter of the
alphabet – a sample list is included.
Ensure that all participants are able
to perform each activity.

B: Balance on 5 body parts
for 20 seconds
C: Calf raises 20x
D: Chair Dips 10x

Challenge participants to spell the entire
alphabet by completing all activities.

E: Energizer bunny hops 20x

For an added challenge, a leader
assigns each pair of participants a word.
They will then complete the activity
for each letter in the word.

G: Gluteal kicks 10x each leg

VARIATIONS
Participants create new activities or
themed activities for each letter of the
alphabet. Provide variations to ensure
that all participants are able to complete
each movement.

F: Free dance your favourite
moves for 30 seconds
H: Hand jive
I: Intense marching on the spot
J: Jumping Jacks 20x
K: Kick your heels together 10x
L: Lunges on each leg 10x
M: Mountain climbers 15x
N: Note your heart rate
O: hop on each foot 10x
P: Push-ups 5x
Q: Quench your thirst

NOTES

R: Run on the spot 15 seconds
S: Squats 10x slow and controlled
T: Tae Bo kicks front and back
10x each leg
U: YOU stretch it – reach high and low
V: V-sit 20 seconds
W: Walk around the room once
X: Cross-over steps 10x each direction
Y: Yodel for 10 seconds
Z: Zig zag jumps from side to side 20x

RESOURCE LINK
www.everactive.org/uploads/files/Documents/DPA%20for%20the%20Classroom%20Teacher%202008.pdf
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

HEALTHY SIMON SAYS

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

A LIST OF APPROPRIATE
HEALTH HABITS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.

Activity
Lead the group by saying “Simon Says… “, followed by one health habit statement.
If the statement is true, participants move accordingly, if the statement is false,
participants should not move. If participants move after a false statement,
discuss why the statement is false and continue the game!
Sample Health statements:
. If an apple is a nutritious snack, hop to the door…

NOTES

. If your heart beats faster after playing tag, touch all four walls in the room…
. If water is good to drink after PE class, skip around your desk…
. If skateboarding is a strength activity, touch a poster on the wall…
. If a chocolate bar provides good energy for endurance activities, stand on one foot…

VARIATIONS
Encourage participants to come up with their own Simon Says Statements.

RESOURCE LINK
www.everactive.org/uploads/files/Documents/DPA%20for%20the%20Classroom%20Teacher%202008.pdf
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in motion

FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES

100 ACTIONS ON DAY 100
Activity
Participants will perform 100 actions in celebration of the 100th Day of School!
Actions are broken down into 10 activities, performed 10 times each.
. 10 marching steps
. 10 jumping jacks

EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS

. 10 toe touches
. 10 skips
. 10 metre run
. 10 hoola spins
. 10 throws and catches with a friend

SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.

. 10 hops on one foot

TIP:
The 100th day of School
typically falls in the week
of Feb 11 – 15.

. 10 push-ups
. 10 jumps on 2 feet

NOTES

VARIATIONS
Let participants pick what actions they may want to include in the activity.

10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10

10 0
AC T IO N S

RESOURCE LINK
www.actionschoolsbc.ca/sites/default/files/reResource Links/AS%21%20BC%20Physical%20
Activity%20Action%20ReResource Link%20-%20K%20to%207.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

BRAIN ENERGIZERS
Activity
Lead participants through the series of actions and stretches below to help them
get energized and focused for class.

20 MINUTES

Allow 30 seconds for each movement and repeat 1 – 3 times each.

EQUIPMENT

Apple Picking
Stand in place; reach for the sky. Alternate left hand and right knee up;
then right hand and left knee up.

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.

Run and Touch Scavenger Hunts
Find and touch 5 objects (colours, locations, etc.).
Cross-Laterals
Stand in place, touch opposite elbows, then shoulders, knees, ankles, and hips.
Infinity Move
Stand in place; slow deep breathing. Clasp hands in front, making horizontal
figure eights left and right, high and low.

NOTES

Sky Stretchers
Stand in place; slow, deep breathing. Slowly stretch upwards. Raise arms,
stretch and rise up onto the toes. Hold for 5 seconds, then release.
Circulation Boosters
Sit with legs stretched out in a relaxing position. Using both hands, gently massage
eyes, ears, and forehead. Inhale and exhale with slow, deep breaths.
Mind Calmers
Sit with legs crossed and hands clasped. Inhale slowly; exhale slowly.

VARIATIONS
Let a participant’s take turns leading the class through the brain energizers
or let each participant pick a different stretch or action.

RESOURCE LINK
www.actionschoolsbc.ca/sites/default/files/reResource Links/AS%21%20BC%20Physical%20
Activity%20Action%20ReResource Link%20-%20K%20to%207.pdf
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

PAPER SKATE
Activity
Distribute two sheets of recycled paper to each participant.

20 MINUTES

Participants put the paper on the floor and place one foot on top of each sheet,
making sure their feet are firmly anchored on the paper.

EQUIPMENT

Challenge participants to move around the activity area and “skate”.
Participants skate forward, backward, jump and turn to change direction.

TIME

SHEETS OF RECYCLED PAPER
OR TIN PLATES
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS

Participants use their arms to “ski” around the space, cross-country style,
tuck or schuss.
Participants can change movement patterns upon a signal;
e.g., hockey or ringette, speed skating (long strides,
one hand on back, body bent forward).
Have the participants try the following moves:

SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Twist – Brush one foot in a circle, then the other.
Scissors – While standing in one place,
slide one foot forward and one foot back
in a continuous motion.

TIP:
For children with small feet,
tin pie plates may be used

Spin out – Stand in place and spin on one foot.
Moon walking – Move backwards on the paper
without lifting your feet.
Scooter – Slide on one foot and push with the other.
Slide step – Slide your right foot first, then your left foot, moving to the right
(then switch directions).
180 degrees – Jump in the air, rotate 180 degrees (half circle) and try to land
on the paper
360 degrees – Jump in the air, rotate 360 degrees (full circle) and try to land
on the paper

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

30 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

SAFE OBJECTS
(E.G. FOAM BALLS, RUBBER
CHICKENS, BEANBAGS)
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.

PASS THE...
Activity
Participants stand in a circle.
One participant moves to the middle of the circle.
Pass or toss an object to the participant standing in the middle, that demonstrates
his or her favourite physical activity (e.g., skating).
Have the rest of the class follow the leader until you call out “pass”. On this cue,
the participant in the circle passes the object to a new participant, who comes
to the middle and chooses a different activity.

VARIATIONS
Allow participants to copy other activities if they are unable to create their own.
Activities can include moving on the spot, hopping, jumping jacks, jogging, marching,
lunges, and knee lifts.
If space is limited, create several smaller participant circles, each passing
its own object.

Ensure all objects are tossed
underhand.
NOTES

Ensure that the object is always
passed to a participant who has
not had a turn

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

OUTDOORS
TIME

45 MINUTES

PLAYGROUND CHALLENGES
Activity
Participants line up side by side along the edge of the playground equipment.
On a signal, participants move onto the playground equipment to complete
a challenge and then return.
Challenges may include:

EQUIPMENT

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
EQUIPMENT (BENCH, SLIDE,
PLAY STRUCTURE, ETC.)

. run around two objects or pieces of equipment
. go under three objects or pieces of equipment
. step or jump over four objects or pieces of equipment

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

. complete an up and down on four things

MODERATE
VIGOROUS

. hang from four things in the playground holding

(mount or dismount)
body weight for a count of four

SAFETY

Consider the abilities and challenges
of the participants and create
personalized playground challenges.
Consider a supervised visit to the
playground when fewer participants
are present, allowing the participants
to explore the apparatus more safely.
NOTES

. make two bridges on the playground –
one tummy up and the other tummy down.

VARIATIONS
Modify challenges for some participants
and allow the assistance from
a buddy or aide.
Have the participants develop a sequence
using the challenges; e.g., run to the equipment
and go around one thing, jump over one thing
and mount and dismount from something else.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

OUTDOORS
TIME

60 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

SCAVENGER HUNT WORKSHEET,
CLIPBOARD AND PENCIL
FOR EACH GROUP
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

ABC NATURE SCAVENGER HUNT
Activity
Take participants for a walk in a natural setting such as the park, woods or school playground.
Participants try to find something in nature for each letter of the alphabet.
Divide the participants into small groups (4 – 5). Give each group an ABC scavenger
hunt worksheet.
Review all of the items on the list that they are to find. Participants are to use a different
type of locomotor skill (skipping, walking, hopping) as they travel to each site.
Participants will use their knowledge of plants/rocks/soil to find items listed on the worksheet.

MODERATE

VARIATIONS

SAFETY

This activity could be modified for any age group by creating a more difficult list of things
to find as well as increasing the area used in the search of the items.

Be sure to identify plants ahead
of time that participants should stay
away from (i.e. poison ivy)
NOTES

Tell the participants that they must run between each item.

ABC SCAVENGER HUNT

NAME

A

B

C

D

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

m

n

o

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

w

x

y

z

RESOURCE LINK
www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/ABC-Nature-Walk-136182
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

WORDS FROM “GOING ON
A BEAR HUNT”
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

GOING ON A BEAR HUNT
Activity
Read and act out
“We’re Going
on a Bear Hunt”.

Going On A Bear Hunt
MICHAEL ROSEN & HELEN OXENBURY
CHORUS
We’re going on a bear hunt. We’re going to catch a big one.
What a beautiful day! We’re not scared.

Have participants march
on the spot and perform
the specific actions when
obstacles are encountered
during the song.

Oh-oh! Grass! Long, wavy grass. We can’t go over it.
We can’t go under it. Oh, no! We’ve got to go through it!
Swishy swashy! Swishy swashy! Swishy swashy!

For example:

REPEAT CHORUS

Grass – weaving action
while pushing grass aside
with hands
River – trudging with
a swimming motion with
the arms
Mud – walking and lifting
legs with arms
Forest – pretend to trip
and fall
Snowstorm – trudging while
protecting face with hands
Cave – walking on tip toes

REPEAT CHORUS
Oh-oh! A river! A deep, cold river. We can’t go over it.
We can’t go under it. Oh, no! We’ve got to go through it!
Splash splosh! Splash splosh! Splash splosh!
Oh-Oh! Mud! Thick, oozy mud. We can’t go over it.
We can’t go under it. Oh, no! We’ve got to go through it!
Squelch squerch! Squelch squerch! Squelch squerch!
REPEAT CHORUS
Oh-oh! A forest! A big, dark forest. We can’t go over it.
We can’t go under it. Oh, no! We’ve got to go through it!
Stumble trip! Stumble trip! Stumble trip!
REPEAT CHORUS
Oh-oh! A snowstorm! A swirling, whirling snowstorm. We can’t
go over it. We can’t go under it. Oh, no! We’ve got to go through it!
Hoooo woooo! Hoooo woooo! Hoooo woooo!
REPEAT CHORUS
Oh-oh! A cave! A narrow, gloomy cave. We can’t go over it. We can’t
go under it. Oh, no! We’ve got to go through it! Tip toe! Tip toe! Tip toe!
W H AT ’ S T H AT ? One shiny wet nose! Two big furry ears!
Two big googly eyes! I T ’ S A B E A R ! ! ! !
Quick! Back through the cave! Tiptoe! Tiptoe! Tiptoe!
Back through the snowstorm! Hoooo woooo! Hoooo woooo! Hoooo woooo!
Back through the forest! Stumble trip! Stumble trip! Stumble trip!
Back through the mud! Squelch squerch! Squelch squerch! Squelch squerch!
Back through the river! Splash splosh! Splash splosh! Splash splosh!
Back through the grass! Swishy swashy! Swishy swashy! Swishy swashy!
Get to our front door. Open the door. Up the stairs. Oh, no!
We forgot to shut the door. Back downstairs. Shut the door.
Back upstairs. Into the bedroom. Into bed. Under the covers.
We’re not going on a bear hunt again, but we’re not scared.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

TIC TAC TOE RELAY

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

CHALK AND CHALK BOARD
OR SMART BOARD
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

0
X

o

Activity
Create Tic Tac Toe Board on chalk board or smart board.
Split participants into two equal teams.
One team is Xs and the other is Os.
Have the Tic Tac Toe board at one end of the classroom
and the teams stand at the opposite end.
Team members have to run to the board,
pick up their marker/chalk and mark an X
or an O on the board and run back.
First team to get three X’s or O’s in a row wins.
If there is a tie, play again!

VARIATIONS
Challenge participants by changing
the way they move to the board.
For example, ask participants to crawl,
hop or skip to the tic tac toe board.

EXAMPLE:
If you have a classroom
of 20 children, there will
be 4 teams of 5 and
2 tic tac toe boards.

RESOURCE LINK
http://pbskids.org/zoom/activities/games/tictactoerelay.html
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

SCRABBLE FITNESS
Activity
Divide the class into small groups of two or three.

20 MINUTES

Use index cards with letters of the alphabet, and spread them face up
on one half or quarter of the playing area.

EQUIPMENT

Have participants stand in their groups an equal distance from the cards
and spread out in a safe manner. Identify a participant in each group to start.

TIME

INDEX CARDS WITH THE
LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET
WRITTEN ON THEM, CHART
PAPER, MARKERS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.

On a signal, one-at-a-time, have participants hop, jump or skip to collect one card
and bring it back to the group. Participants alternate turns picking up the letters.
Once each participant in the group has a card, participants try to form words
from the cards (they don’t have to use all of them).
Once a word is formed, verify and have the participants write it on a piece of paper
and post it on the wall.
Gather all the letters, spread them back out on the floor at the other end of the playing area.
Score each group:
. words with less than four letters – one point for each letter in the word
. words with five or more letters – two points for each letter in the word
Total the points for a group and/or class total. Allot bonus points for using vocabulary
words posted around the classroom or words from weekly spelling lists.

NOTES

VARIATIONS
Language Arts – Use the activity to reinforce vocabulary and spelling skills.
Social Studies – Use places instead of letters and have the participants arrange them
from closest to farthest away from their community or use events and the participants
place them on a time line.
Science – Use animals or plants instead of letters and have the participants place them
on a food chain or order the steps in a process or a life cycle.
Health – Use foods and have participants design a healthy meal for a school lunch.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg26-44.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

10 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.

MY BODY SONG
Activity

My Body Lies Over the Sofa

Introduce and sing together the
following words to the tune
of “My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean”.

My body lies over the sofa

When a word is sung that begins
with the letter “B”, the participants
stand up.

My body lies over the sofa

When the next word beginning
with the letter “B” is sung,
the participants sit down.

Bring Back

VARIATIONS
Divide the participants into groups
and have them create new verses
to the song, then sing them
and do the actions as a group.

My body gets too much TV

Oh bring back my body to me.

Bring Back
Oh, bring back my body to me,
To me!
Bring Back
Bring Back
Oh, Bring back my activity.
My body lies over the sofa

NOTES

My body is active and free!
My body has turned off the TV
I’m active and that is the key!
Bring Back
Bring Back
Oh, bring back my body to me,
To me!
Bring Back
Bring Back
Oh, Bring back my activity.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg83-96.pdf
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FITbreak
RE S OURCE LINK

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

SENTENCE SHAPE-UP
Activity
Participants stand at their desks

TIME

Write the following parts of a sentence and corresponding exercise on the board.

20 MINUTES

Noun: Arm circles

EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED

Verb: Jumping jacks
Adjective: Lunges
Pronoun: Push-ups

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Adverb: Arm circles
Preposition: Jogging in place
Conjunction: Knee jumps
Interjection: Hop scotch
Slowly read a sentence or point to the words
in a created sentence. Participants will perform
the corresponding exercise.

EXAMPLE:
The boy (arm circles) ran
(jumping jacks) to the small
(lunges) house (arm circles).

Keep performing each exercise until you move
on to the next part of the sentence.

VARIATIONS
Use different exercises for variety.
Have the participants perform additional exercises that correspond to the punctuation
needed in the sentence or paragraph (e.g. jumping high in the air for an exclamation point).

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg83-96.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

5 – 10 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC, AUDIO EQUIPMENT

STOP AND BE ACTIVE
Activity
Play music and do an active movement decided by the class.
Examples include:
. running on the spot
. jumping jacks
. side steps
. ski strides

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE

. arm circles
. waist twists

SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

. chair dips
. squats
. free dance moves
. push-ups
. burpees

VARIATIONS
This activity could be done
by the whole school using
the intercom.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg83-96.pdf
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STOP AND SCRIBBLE

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

PAPER AND PEN FOR EVERY
2 PARTICIPANTS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Activity
Ask participants to stand beside their desk with a partner.
Call out the name of an exercise (jumping, jogging in place, marching in place,
jumping jacks, hopping, knee lifts).
Participants begin the exercise and continue moving until you call out
a spelling word.
When the word is called, participants stop the exercise and work in pairs
to try to spell the word correctly on a piece of paper.
After 10 – 15 seconds, call out a new exercise.
Continue until all spelling words are used.
As participants cool down, write the correct spelling on the board and have
participants check their work.

VARIATIONS
Apply the same concept to review spelling words.
Conduct this activity outside, using sidewalk chalk instead of paper and pencil.

RESOURCE LINK
www.davidkatzmd.com/docs/abcmanual.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES

MEMORY MATCH
Activity
Write rhyming words, homonyms or other matching words on the bottom
of paper plates or cards.
Divide participants into groups of two.
Scatter half the paper plates or cards upside down on one side of the classroom.

EQUIPMENT

PAPER PLATES
OR INDEX CARDS

The matching paper plates or cards are then scattered on the other side
of the playing space.

MODERATE

Have each group start at a different spot and using a specific locomotor pattern
(e.g. hopping on one foot, skipping, twirling), move to one side to pick a paper
plate or card.

SAFETY

Then they move, using the same locomotor pattern, to the other side of the playing
area to find their matching word.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.

If they turn over a card that matches, they bring it back. If it doesn’t, they place
it back on the floor upside down for the other teams to find.
Partners must stay together and can only turn over one card at a time.

NOTES

VARIATIONS
Mathematics
Write equations on the paper plates or cards and have the participants match
them with the correct solution.
Social studies
Tape pictures and their matching words or dates (e.g. countries, cultures,
historic figures, and historic events) to the paper plates or cards and have
the participants match the pictures to the words.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg83-96.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED

ACTIVE ROLE MODELS
Activity 1: Active Role Models
Participants move around the activity area demonstrating their favourite
type of physical activity.
Every 45 seconds, call out a new physical activity (e.g. baseball, hockey, basketball,
soccer, football, volleyball, tennis, fast walking, swimming, gymnastics, skiing, dancing).
Have participants move around the activity area as they would if they were participating
in that new activity.
Call out “Activate!” to have the participants return to doing their own favourite activity.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Participants imitate the movement continuously until the next activity is called.

3 Activity 2: Birthdays
Participants move in a circle
or throughout the activity area.
Call out birthday months,
and have participants perform
an activity in the center of the
circle when their month is called
(e.g. jumping jacks, knee lifts,
lunges on each leg, front crawl).

SW I N G T H E
TEN NIS
R AC QU E T !

Choose other months and vary
the activity until all months have
been called.

VARIATIONS
Have participants add new activities,
demonstrating any that are not familiar
to the class.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg8-25.pdf
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AIR WRITING

FACILITY

“
E
L
G
N
A
I
R
T
”

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

15 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE

”LE T T E

SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

R A“

Activity
Participants stand at their desks or in small groups
Call out the name of an activity (jumping, hopping, marching, etc.).
Participants perform this activity by moving in place or around the room.
As participants move, call out a letter, number, word or shape.
Participants will stop their activity, and draw the letter, number, word or shape
in the air using their hand, arm, leg, elbow, knee, or any combination of body parts.
Call out the name of another activity. Participants will perform this new activity
until you call out another letter, number, word or shape.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg8-25.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

HEART SMART
Activity
Discuss the heart:

TIME

. Where is it located? Left side of the chest

15 MINUTES

. What size is it? Size of a fist.

EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED

. Function? Deliver blood to the body.
. What strengthens the heart? Jumping, swimming, jogging.
. What weakens the heart? Inactivity, smoking, unhealthy diet.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Call out the name of a habit that strengthens or weakens the heart.
If the habit strengthens the heart, participants respond by jumping for 15 seconds.
If the habit weakens the heart, participants respond by squatting for a few seconds.
. Riding a bike – jump
. Watching TV all the time – squat
. Walking your dog – jump
. Smoking cigarettes – squat
. Dancing with your friends – jump
. Skating – jump
. Never eating fruits/vegetables – squat
. Shooting baskets – jump
. Playing PlayStation all the time – squat
. Eating fast food – squat
. Raking the leaves – jump
. Taking the stairs – jump
. Taking the elevator – squat
. Swimming – jump
Have participants think about their own habits and how these might affect their hearts.
Discuss these habits with the class.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/DPA/Pg83-96.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY JEOPARDY
Activity
On the front of 5 – 10 envelopes, write a value amount (10, 15, 20, 25)

TIME

List a physical activity on a piece of paper and place one in each envelope.

20 MINUTES

Tape the envelopes to the board.

EQUIPMENT

Call on a participant to pick one of the envelopes. The class then performs the physical
activity inside for the number of repetitions listed on the front of the envelope.

PAPER AND ENVELOPES

Activities could include:
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS

. boxing jabs
. jumps
. push-ups

SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

. triceps dips using their chair
. arm circles
. jumping jacks
. elbow to opposite knee touches

RESOURCE LINK
www.coloradoedinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/CEI-Take-a-Break-Teacher-Toolbox.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

30 MINUTES

FITNESS BINGO
Activity
Create individual activity cards (with activities listed below) and place them face down
in the centre of the activity space.
Participants work in teams of two or three, using the bingo card below.
Each group member picks up an activity card and must complete the activity listed.

EQUIPMENT

BINGO AND ACTIVITY CARDS
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

The group marks their Bingo cards when the activity is complete, and then picks another
activity card.
The game is finished when a group yells out “Active”.

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.

A C T I V E
wall-sit

lunges

jumping
jacks

”I don’t
know”
stretch

squats

jog on
the spot

burpies

bench
step-ups

cross
country
ski

slow
motion
lie down

knee-ups

leg lifts

bicep curls

arm
circles

choose
your own

curl-ups

hamstring
curl

push-ups

bicycle

front
elbow
support

tuck jumps

shoulder
rolls

butterfly
stretch

sit-ups

grapevine

twist

seat walk

wall-sit

jog around
the room

toetouches

NOTES

Background music is great at building
on the participants’ energy.

RESOURCE LINK
www.phecanada.ca/sites/default/files/fun_fitness_activities_for_kids.pdf
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RED LIGHT GREEN LIGHT

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

15 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Activity
One participant stands at the front of the room and plays the role of the “stop light”
in front of the class.
The “stop light” says either red light or green light and may associate an action
with the green light. For example, green light – DANCE!
When the “stop light” calls green light, participants can move.
At any time, the “stop light” can call red light and participants must freeze in place!
Participants take turns being the “stop light” at the front of the class.

VARIATIONS
Encourage participants to change the type of action following each green light.

RESOURCE LINK
www.teachpreschool.org/2012/05/how-to-play-red-light-green-light
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

30 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

ENVELOPES AND PAPER
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

DEAL OR NO DEAL
Activity
Write suggested exercises on the outside of each envelope:
. seat crunches
. push-ups
. elbow to opposite knee touches
. jumping jacks
. arm circles
. jog in place
. forearm jabs
. heel raises
. toe raises
. arm curls with textbooks
. overhead press with textbooks
Inside each envelope, place repetition variations
on separate pieces of paper or card stock:
. one more
. 5 more
. 10 more
. none
. times 2
. one less
. -5
. divided by 2
. square root of 36

EXAMPLE:
Teacher: “My deal is 20
crunches. Deal or No Deal?”
Participant: “Deal.”
The entire class performs
the physical activity.

Then pick an envelope and state a feasible number of repetitions
such as jumping jacks x10 repetitions.
Go on to make a deal with one participant at a time and ask
“deal or no deal”.
If the participant chooses “deal” – the entire class performs the physical
activity or exercise. If the participant chooses “no deal” – the participant
chooses a new envelope for the entire class to perform.

RESOURCE LINK
www.coloradoedinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/CEI-Take-a-Break-Teacher-Toolbox.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

PENCIL AND PAPER PER GROUP
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

FIT TIC TAC TOE
Activity
Divide participants into small
groups and have them create
their own 3x3 grid of exercises
on a tic tac toe board.
Participants will take turns
to place either an X or O on the
tic tac toe board.
Participants will then perform
the activity that they covered
on the board.
Groups take turns placing their
X’s and O’s on the board while
performing each activity as they
cover it.

5 Mountain 5 Jumping
Climbers
Jacks

5 Squat
Jumps

Exercise of
5 Sit ups your
choice

5 Lunges

Run on the
5 burpees 5 push-ups spot for 5
seconds

Continue the game until one team
gets a straight line. If it is a tie,
groups can play again!

VARIATIONS
Here is a list of different exercises participants
can use on their tic tac toe boards:
. 10 abdominal crunches
. 2 different Yoga stretches
. 10 push-ups
. 20 arm circles
. 20 jumping jacks
. 15 scissor kicks (on your back)
. 10 body twists
. Touch toes (legs straight) for 20 seconds
. 15 high-knee steps
. 10 leg squats (straight back, arms forward)
. Balance one leg for 20 seconds

EXAMPLE:
A participant places
an “O” on 5 jumping jacks,
they then perform
that action.

and repeat with the other leg

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/tools-reResource Links/schools-in-motion
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FACILITY

ROCK PAPER
SCISSORS BATTLE

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

Activity
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Divide participants into pairs.
Have two participants demonstrate a normal game of Rock-Paper-Scissors
for the group. (Note: “normal” may mean different things to different players.
Some may start the game by counting to 3, other may start it by saying
“rock, paper, scissors”.)
Next, have the class choose a repeatable winning
exercise such as jumping jacks.
Pairs then challenge each other
to a rock, paper, scissors battle.

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware of
the personal space of others.

The winner of each match will be
rewarded by performing the chosen
example. Each win equals one repetition
of the chosen exercise

NOTES

Participants start each battle with a new opponent.

Always keep exercise as an award!
Never punish with exercise.

Participants will track their own repetitions
to see how many they accumulated throughout
the game.

EXAMPLE:
A participant wins
two battles, so they will
do 2 jumping jacks.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/tools-reResource Links/schools-in-motion
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

LUCKY FOUR CORNERS

1

2

TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

1 SIX-SIDED DIE
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Activity
Begin by marking four corners
of the classroom.

3

4

Participant’s pick an exercise they would like
to do for this game, such as 4 squats.
Count down from 5, as participants move around to the activity
space and pick one of the four corners of the room.
When you reach 0, participants must be in one of the corners.
Then roll the dice. The number that is rolled is the lucky corner
that has to do the exercise. For example, if a 4 is rolled, all participants
in corner 4 will do the squats.
There are 6 numbers on the die, and only four corners. If a 5 is rolled,
all participants must do the exercise. If a 6 is rolled, the teacher must
do the exercise.

VARIATIONS
As participants move from corner to corner, use different movements
such as hopping or skipping.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/tools-reResource Links/schools-in-motion
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EXER-DICE 100

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

A SIX-SIDED DIE
FOR EACH PARTICIPANT
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

VIGOROUS
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

Activity
Each participant has their own six-sided dice to roll.
Participant’s pick partners and discuss an exercise they would like to do.
Partners will then roll each of their die. After each roll, participants add both
die and perform that number of their chosen exercise.
Participants then find a different partner, decide what exercise they would
like to do and repeat the game.
The goal of the game is for participant’s to keep track of their total number
of repetitions of exercise during each game until they reach 100!

VARIATIONS
For younger grades, do not include the
addition/sum to 100 as part of the challenge.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/tools-reResource Links/schools-in-motion
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

MEMORY LANE
Activity
Participants pick partners.

10 MINUTES

Begin by calling out an exercise for the participants to perform 1 repetition,
such as 1 squat.

EQUIPMENT

Call out a second exercise for the participants to perform 2 repetitions,
such as jumping jacks.

TIME

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

VIGOROUS

Participants will do one repetition of the first exercise, followed by 2 repetitions
of the second exercise and continue the sequence as desired.
The goal is for the group to remember the sequence of exercises with the correct
number of repetitions.

SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/tools-reResource Links/schools-in-motion
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

15 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

1 CRUMPLED PIECE OF PAPER
FOR EACH PARTICIPANT

RECYCLE BIN
Activity
Participants each have a crumpled piece of paper
on the floor beside their desk.
Call out a body part for participants to use to get
the crumpled piece of paper into the recycle bin.
The seat of their desk/chair is the recycle bin.
Participants must use only the body parts called.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

VARIATIONS

MODERATE
VIGOROUS

Have participant’s partner-up to recycle
the piece of paper.

SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

EXAMPLE:
If the elbow is called,
participants can use only
their elbows to get the
piece of paper into
the recycle bin.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/tools-reResource Links/schools-in-motion
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

30 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

1 BALL PER TEAM
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

RELAY RACES
Activity
Choose to do either one or all of the
following relay races. The first group
to complete the relay wins!
Participants start with the
ball between their knees
and move as quickly as they
can while keeping the ball
between their knees until they
reach the opposite side of the room.
They must drop the ball once they
reach the end and run it back
to the next person in line.
Participants stand in a staggered
line of at least three people.
Assign everyone in line with
a different exercise and number
of repetitions. For example,
5 sit-ups, 3 push-ups,
and 10 jumping jacks.
The person at the start of the line does their exercise
then passes the ball to the next person who does the same.
Participants start on the floor in a seal position. Have them balance the ball
on their back and pull themselves across the floor like a seal. Participants will then
run the ball back once they have reached the end of the classroom.
Participants put the ball under their chin and run with it to the end of the gym
or classroom. Have them drop it once they have reached the end and run it back
to the next person.
Participants crab walk with the ball on their stomach to the end of the classroom
and run it back.

VARIATIONS
Encourage the group to think of their own ways to move the ball towards the finish line.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/Classroom_activity_reResource Link_-_
blue,_white,_red_rubber_balls.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

20 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

SCRAP PIECE OF PAPER
FOR EVERY 2 PARTICIPANTS,
6 PIECES OF PAPER WITH
FOOD GROUP INFORMATION
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

SHOP TILL YOU DROP
Activity

FOOD GROUPS

Label 6 areas of the classroom
with each food group listed below,
including the food choices.
Divide participants into pairs.

Bread/cereal/grains
*whole wheat bread, *cheerios, *spaghetti,
*rice, cocoa puffs, *tortillas, *popcorn,
cinnamon rolls, *bagels

Participants must pick one item
at a time and move to the next food
group, planning a healthy breakfast,
lunch and dinner.

Meat/poultry
*grilled fish, fried chicken, *meatloaf, *baked
chicken, hot dogs, chicken fried steak,
*lean hamburgers, sausage, bacon, *eggs

Partners circulate and plan a healthy
breakfast, lunch and dinner from
the options listed. Partners write
down their menu for each meal.
After sufficient time, have partners
return to desks and discuss their
chosen meals as a class.
Review the food guide pyramid
with participants.

VARIATIONS
Participants travel from one
area to the next using different
movements (march, gallop, jump,
skip, hop, etc.)

Dairy
*cheese, *skim milk, *yogurt, ice cream,
whole milk, *cottage cheese, cream cheese,
*frozen yogurt
Fruit
*apples, *bananas, *orange juice, *grapes,
Fruitopia, Hi-C, Jungle Juice, *apple sauce,
*100% apple juice, *dried apricots, *canned
peaches in their own juice, canned pears
in heavy syrup
Vegetables
*broccoli, iceburg lettuce, *spinach, *carrots,
*dark green lettuce, *corn, *squash,
*baked French fries, pickles, *refried beans,
*collard greens, French fries
Fats/oils/sweets
twinkies, pop tarts, butter, candy bars,
chips, cookies, brownies, cake, soda,
salad dressing
*indicates healthy food options

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/ActSchools/Great_Ideas.pdf
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FACILITY

OVER, UNDER,
AROUND AND THROUGH

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

Activity
TIME

10 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Decide on a pattern where participants go over, under, around and through
imaginary or real objects.
Lead the line of participants around the room, following this pattern.
Over
. steep mountain
. Atlantic Ocean
. wiggly bridge
. steep hill
. thorny bush
. sticky mud

Under
. subway
. underground
. sand
. dog
. water
. limbo stick

Around
. hard, round rock
. your desk
. chair
. circle
. dirty trashcan
. an ice cream cone
. the school
. camp fire
. the bed of a sleeping giant

Through
. deep, dark cave
. a creaky door
. long tunnel
. window
. haunted house
. a swamp
. spooky hole
. swimming pool
. a sea of Jell-O

EXAMPLE:
Over a turtle, under
a big dog, around
an elephant and through
a giraffe’s legs.

RESOURCE LINK
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/public/images/ActSchools/Great_Ideas.pdf
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Activity

FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

Participants stand in a designated area of the classroom.

TIME

On the board, name and number each planet in order of its distance from the sun.

15 MINUTES

Assign a particular type of activity for each planet.

EQUIPMENT

For each “number” of the planet, have the participants perform that number
of repetitions (reps) of the assigned activity for that planet.

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.

1:

Mercury – 1 jumping jack

2:

Venus – 2 squats

3:

Earth – 3 knee jumps

4:

Mars – 4 lunges

5:

Jupiter – 5 hops on 1 foot

6:

Saturn – 6 arm circles

7:

Uranus – 7 squats

8:

Neptune – 8 side slides

9:

Pluto* – 9 star jumps

NOTES

*

NOTE: According to recent scientific consensus, Pluto is no longer considered a planet.
However, you may want to include Pluto and use this as an opportunity to discuss Pluto.

VARIATIONS
Encourage participants to think of their own movements to assign to each planet.

RESOURCE LINK
www.davidkatzmd.com/docs/abcmanual.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

10 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.

EXERCISE MARCH
Activity

CHANT

Call out one verse at a time of the chant.
Participants then repeat each verse
of the chant.

(LEADER CHANTS, PARTICIPANTS ECHO EACH VERSE)

Participants can march in place at their
desks, or can be lead in a circle around
the room.

When we march, our knees stay high
And feel the burn all through our thigh

VARIATIONS

Building our muscles can’t be wrong
It helps to keep our bodies strong

Participants create their own chant.
Participants perform arm circles, lunges
or squats instead of jumping jacks.

I don’t know what you been told
Exercise is good for the soul

We stretch our bodies every day
Before we do sports and go out and play

Sound off
(PARTICIPANTS) 1, 2
(participants perform 2 jumping jacks)
(LEADER)

Sound off
3, 4
(participants perform 2 jumping jacks)

(LEADER)

(PARTICIPANTS)
NOTES

Sound off
1, 2, 3, 4
(participants perform 4 jumping jacks)

(LEADER)

(PARTICIPANTS)

REPEAT

RESOURCE LINK
www.davidkatzmd.com/docs/abcmanual.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE
TIME

10 MINUTES
EQUIPMENT

NONE REQUIRED
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

MODERATE
SAFETY

Remind participants to be aware
of personal space when moving
around the activity area and
to watch for other participants
moving in a variety of directions.
NOTES

LET’S SWIM
Activity
Each time you say a word related to swimming,
participants perform the action related to that word.
Increase the intensity level from a medium
to a fast pace.

MOVEMENTS:
Front stroke – Participants move
arms to swim forward.
Side stroke – Participants move arms
to swim sideways.
Back stroke – Participants move arms
to swim backwards.
Breast stroke – Participants move
arms to do the breast stroke.
Jump in – Participants jump into the
air and land squatting down to the ground
to simulate jumping into a pool or lake.

INTENSITY LEVELS :
Calm waters – Participants move at a medium pace.
Sharks in the water – Participants move at a fast pace.

JU M P
I N!
RESOURCE LINK
www.davidkatzmd.com/docs/abcmanual.pdf
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FACILITY

CLASSROOM/SMALL SPACE

HIGH LOW – THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Activity
One participant stands facing the rest of the class.

20 MINUTES

Hold a target number written on a piece of paper above the participant’s head,
so only the class can see it.

EQUIPMENT

The participant calls out a number within the specified range
of the target number.

TIME

PAPER AND MARKER

The rest of the class responds with actions.

MODERATE

If the target number is higher, the participants will jump lightly up.
If the number is lower, the participants will twist lower.

SAFETY

The participant responds by making another guess at the target
number, taking the clues from the actions of the class.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

Remind participants to be cautious
when moving and to be aware
of the personal space of others.
NOTES

Continue until the participant guesses the target number.
May repeat as many times as you wish with new participant.

VARIATIONS
Younger grades
Target number can range from 0 - 10 (gauge it to your class)
Target numbers can be whole numbers, such as 4, 6, 8, or can be equations
with the target as the answer (For example, 3 + 1 = target # is 4).
Older grades
Target number can range from 1 - 50, 0 - 100
Similar to above, just adjust the math equation to reflect the math skills you wish
to practice (For example, 3 x 6 = 18, 45÷ 9 =5)

RESOURCE LINK
www.phecanada.ca/sites/default/files/daily_physical_activity_games_clipboard.pdf
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